
Just how dirty is your cell 
phone?



Question

Are we caring germ’s on our cell phones or are cell phones carrying many 
unknown germs?



Abstract

For my science project I’m going to test how much bacteria lives on our cell 
phones. I’m very interested in this project because during the last year with covid 
people are washing their hands more than ever, or are they? I’m predicting that 
our cell phones will have a great amount of bacteria because they are in almost 
every location I am. From home to practice and then even carried into the 
bathrooms. To test my project I will use agar plates and cotton applicators for 
testing different cell phones after I swab each item I will label each agar petri dish. 
I’m going to test the front and back of cell phones. Using five test subjects. Each 
plate will be in a controlled environment of 85-90 degrees.



Materials

Agar plates 5 or more

Cotton applicators

Masking tape

Marker

Disposable gloves



Procedure

1. Use cotton swabs to collect your bacteria samples. All you have to do is wipe 
the swab on a surface. 

2. Use only one cotton swab per location.
3. Where disposable gloves when testing location and plates.
4. Label your petri dishes with the area or location where you took each sample.
5. Take each of your collected samples and dip them in agar, and swab the 

appropriately labeled petri dish.
6. Keep the dishes at room temperature and record your observations over a 

few days. The premade plates should be placed in an area that is 80-90 
degrees under a lamp with thermometer if possible. 



Hypothesis

My hypothesis is all of the phones will have a great amount of bacteria because 
our cell phones never get wiped down or cleaned as other surfaces .



Background research

How much bacteria is found on a cell phone? Research has varied on just how 
many germs are crawling on the average cell phone, but a recent study found that 
more than 17,000 bacterial gene copies on the phones of students.

What bacteria is found on cell phones? In researching the most common bacterias 
found on cell phones is staphylococcus aureus ,staphylococcus epidermidis ,and  
E coli. There was more than 7,000 different types of bacteria researches identifies. 
The three listed again were most commons.

Do phones carry bacteria? Your cell phone is dirtier than you think. From home to 
work or the market on the corner, your phone picks up germs everywhere it goes. 
In fact cell phones carry 10 times more bacteria than most toilet seats. Cell 
phones collect dirt,oil, and bacteria that all people have on their skin. 





Bacterial Slides



Conclusion

After experimenting my project, I realized that my hypothesis was correct. There 
are thousands of types of bacteria on our cell phones. Even though I don’t know 
what type of bacteria has grown on the agar plates, it is a great reminder how 
sickness and infections get spread. The only way to identify the bacteria on the 
plates would be in a lab. It would take a qualified microbiologist and a microscope 
to tell or test the types of bacteria. This makes cell phones one of the dirtiest 
objects we come in contact with every day. Let’s face it your phone is a breeding 
ground for germs. Your phone is exposed to everything you touch. What’s on your 
hands is on your phone. Next time you wash your hands don’t neglect to wipe your 
cell phone screen.
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